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Current Thoughts 
 

As frequently mentioned in these letters, bull markets can often last for many years. Corrections in 

those bull markets are usually over in three to four months. This correction is almost into its sixth 

month. Is it a correction or is it a bear market or does it really matter? So far, it does not appear to be a 

typical correction of the past in which big declines could be bought and profits could be made from big 

rallies during the correction/bear market. As with many market facts, the proliferation of algorithms, 

artificial intelligence, trading strategies, etc., have changed market structure. We’ll continue to play it 

cautiously for now.  

Starting in February 2021, new era stocks have been decimated and are down anywhere from 70-95% 

from their peaks. They now appear to be bottoming. Their futures are very bright for anyone with a three 

to five-year investment time horizon. As in other corrections or bear markets, the Generals are the last 

ones to go down. That is now happening to our beloved FAANG stocks like Apple, Amazon, Microsoft, 

and other Megacap technology companies. Nothing much has changed fundamentally for most of these 

stocks other than interest rates being higher and investment sentiment having changed. Valuation 

premiums for these companies are reverting to the mean. The declines we are now witnessing in the 

major indexes primarily reflect the influence of these Megacaps’ weightings on daily action. 

Picking a bottom in markets is extremely difficult. The bottom is unknown and indexes can easily go 

down another 30-40% before this correction/bear market is over. Or, this may be near the ultimate 

bottom. No one knows for sure and the Federal Reserve has signaled that it’s not yet “Mission 

accomplished” in their minds when it comes to killing off inflation risk.  

Jerome Powell and the Fed have only raised interest rates two times so far in this cycle. The bond 

market has done the rest of the job for the Fed with regard to interest rates. The stock market has 

completed the job via Fed jawboning by reducing monetary liquidity through its declines of around nine 

trillion dollars so far and the resulting change in “wealth effect.” Investors are starting to feel less wealthy 

and the impact on housing, retail purchases, and consumer prices can already be seen. 

There’s still danger in the markets regarding the Central Banks losing control over bond markets. 

However, Central Banks wield immense power, so we wouldn’t bet on that. Again, no one knows the 

exact ending of this correction/bear market. However, our recommendation is to start tiptoeing back 

into the markets with high quality stocks, including aggressive growth new era stocks, over the next 

three to six months. We believe investors will be very well-rewarded in future years. 

The last decade had the benefit of extremely loose money care of Central Banks. That era is over. The 

primary winners were Megacap technology stocks. The next decade will be a decade of neutral-to-tighter 

monetary conditions, in our opinion. There’s a good chance that the winners of the next decade will be 

value stocks, primarily mid-cap and small-cap, energy, emerging market stocks, commodities, precious 

metals, industrials, and basic materials.  


